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B-1 BOMBER—Continued from pa.ge 2

$7T4 million contract.to proYide the aYicnics

equipment

»

Weapons contracts are a profitable business

o

In 1971, the General Accounting Office reported

that' in 'their ' initial draft the a;verage before

taxes profit rate on weapons contracts was ^6%

on invest in defense sales c However 5
Pentagon

and military contractors succeeded in having the

report revised so that 21 was listed as the

average profit rate.

General Electric ^ which ranks among the top

five military contractors 5 does 12^ of its buein-ss

with the military and Rockwell does 2.^%o Recent

Defense Department cutbacks left Roekwe.1.1 in a

precarious position. Shortly after Rockwell, was

granted the development contract for the^ air

frames, its chairman, Willard Rockwell, Jr., was

quoted as saying, ”We knew that as a business we

knew we had just one more chance—the B-l,f^

^ ^ *

For further information on the Stop the B~1

Bomber Campaign, contact AFSC, I60 Worth 15th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa. 19102. (215) LO 3-9372

.
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Ford has announced that he is withdrawing the

name of Andrew Gibson as nominee for .head cf the

Federal Energy Administration (See story on page

6 of this packet).
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[see graphics to go with this story.]

ARAB NATIONS RECOGNIZE p.L.O. AS "SOLE LEGITIMATE"

REPRESENTATIVE OF PALESTINIAN PEOPLE;

=

, IfJVITES DELiiGATION rO ADDRESS GENERAL ASSEMBLY

LIBERATiJN News Service

NEV/ YORK (LNS)~“Tvv'o dramatic events towards the

end of October have drastically changed the balance

of power in the Middle East ,
weakening the hold on

the area achieved by Nixon-Kissinger in the last year.

First, on October 14, the United Nations General

Assembly voted overwhelmingly to invite a delegation

from the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) to

address the world body in mid-November on the ^"Pal-

estinian question," Ihen, a week later at a historic

Arab summit at Raba,t, Morocco, leaders of 20 Arab

nations agreed to acknowledge the PLO as the "sole

legitimate" representative o£ the Palestinian people.

For Israel, which has consistently refused to

negotiate with the PLO, and for the United States,

which has been trying to form a peace in the Middle

East by getting Arsb nations to abandon the Pales-

tinians, the two events are a crushing seti)a.ck The

Arab unity that emerged from the Rabat conference

is a clear rejection of the U.S. attempt to buy its

way into the Middle East with promises of huge aid

to Egypt and Jordan.

In the U.N., the General Assembly voted 105 to

4 to invite "the Palestine Liberation Organization,

the representative of the Palestinian people, to

participate in the deliberations of the General As-

sembly on the .question of Palestine..."

Only the United States, Bolivia and the Domini-

can Republic backed Israel's opposition to the invi-

tation. Britain, West Germany and other Western Eur-

ope countries (except France and Italy) were among

the 20 abstentions, while almost the entire

Third World voted in favor of the motion.

In addition to the recognition of the PLO as

representative of the Palestinian people, most cap-

italist nations feared the U.N. measure for the prec-

edent it sets in recognizing national liberation

moweraents. As the first non-member delegation ever

to address the General Assembly, the PLO opens the

way for other national liberation organizations to

gain access to the world body.

For the U.S., however, the more crushing blow

came at the October 20 to 28 Rabat conference. As

PLO leader Yasser Arafat explained as he emerged from

the conference, "The Kissinger policy is in shambles.

Since the October War of 1973, the Nixon-Kissin-

gex devised strategy has been to work on convincing

Egypt to go along with Jordan in abondoning the Pal-

estinian people. In this way the U.S. hoped to draw

national boundaries in the Middle East that would

suit Israel, Egypt and Jordan, but leave the Pales-

tinians out in the cold.

Jordan King Hussein has long been open to this

U.S. position. From 1948, when Israel was carved out

of Palestine, until the 1967 war, Jordan ruled the

640,000 Palestinians living on the West Bank. Sirtce

the 1967 war Israel has occupied this territory. It

has been the U.S. plan to reach a peace agreement

-,r-. wW-i rh tc;t3a1 would triva control of th e. Wpst Rank
Service

back to Jordan.

In 1970, Hussein's U.S, equipped army moved

on the Palestinian refugees living in Jordan,

killing and wounding about 20,000 people.. Since

that time the PLO has had little love for Hussein,

and Hussein has maintained that only Jordan must

represent those Palestinians living on the West

Bank in any negotiations

.

After the October War in 1973, the Nixon trip

to the Middle East, added to lavish promises,

brought Egyptian President Anwar Sadat around to

supporting Jordanian representation of the West

Bank Palestinians. However, when the U.S.

failed to deliver on its promised aid to Egypt

(pro-Israeli sentiment in the Congress opposed

giving Egypt the huclear power plants Nixon had

promised) ,
Egypt began to look to its Arab neigh-

bors and the Soviet Union for the aid it needed.

When the Rabat conference began, Jordan and

Egypt were still the hope of the Kissinger plan

to ignore the Palestinians. But strong pressure

from the Other nations at the conference- -combined

with pledges of annual military subsidies to Egypt,

Syria and Jordan from the rich oil nations --caved

in what pro-U.S. sentiment there was and the con-

ference gave its unanimous support to the PLO.

Israel quickly responded to the recognition

of the PLO by reaffirming its refusal to negoti-

ate with the PLO and by beginning preparations

for war. Premier Yitzhak Rabin said, "There is no

one to talk to about peaoe on the Eastern border.

We will not negotiate with the terrorist organi-

zations."

And one Israeli newspaper predicted, "War in

the region may be considered a danger in the very

near future... the Geneva conference is dead" while

another reported on the Rabat conference with the

headlines: "The Arabs Have Opted For The Sword".

Responding to the endorsement of the Rabat

conference and admitting the realities of Israel's

refusal to negotiate with them, PLO leader Yasser

Arafat said; "Victory is close at hand. This enemy,

this military gang (Israel) is a pack of wounded

wolves. They are preparing for a fifth war, and we

must get ready for it."

A fifth war is exactly what Kissinger is try-

ing to avoid--£or political rather than humanitar-

ian reasons. Israel's economy is already weak and

massive aid from the U.S. is desperately needed. On

the other hand, the Rabat conference, as part of

its endorsement of the PLO, pledged that Saudi

Arabia, Libya, Kuwait and other oil countries will

give the "confrontation countries- -Egypt and Syria

--$1 billion a year for military purposes, Jordan

will also get $300 million annually and the PLO

will receive $50 million a year.

More importantly, Kissinger is seeking to avoid

war to protect reactionary Arab governments of Jor-

dan, Saudi Arabia and others from influence from

peoples' movements represented by the PLO. The PLO

is a threat in that it could lead to the develop-

ment of other left movements in Arab countries that

"""
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would oppose the various Kings and Sultans in the
Middle East.

"Energy crisis" rhetoric to the contrary, U.S.
oil companies maintain friendly relations with the
governments of reactionary Arab oil ccotmtries. It
is Kissinger's aim to head off any shifts in power
that would threaten the U.S. oil supply from the Mid-
dle East.

Kissinger's agreement seems to be to reach an
agreement that would give the Arab peoples faith in
their conservative governments and keep them from
looking to such groups as the PLO for leadership. If
there is a fifth war and Israel captures more Arab
land, Kissinger fears that the Arab people will aban-
don the governments of Hussein and King Faisal of
Saudi Arabia and push for governments that will more
aggresively defend Arab land from Israeli aggression.

While the PLO, which represents the Palestinian
majority, feels that the outcome of Rabat is signif-
icant in establishing them as a legitimate force to
be reckoned with in the Middle East, other factions
of the Palestinain movement disagree . The Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) and
three other smaller groups represent the "rejection
groups" who are dissatisfied with the Rabat confer-
ence .

The rejection groups have denounced the PLO's
friendlier line towards Hussein of Jordan and the
Rabat decision to seek a Palestinian state on the
West Bank and whatever other lands can be liberated
from Israel. The PFLP and the others feel that Pal-
estinians should be working for the overthrow of
Hussein and should be demanding total reclamation
of Palestine. The effects of this division in the
Palestinian movement are not yet clear.

The Palestine Liberation Organization feels,
however, that the new relation with Hussein--who
they fought a bloody war with four years ago— is
representative of their new strength. After years
of crying out to be recognized, the people of Pal-
estine--in the unique position of having to reclaim
their nation- -have achieved the legitimacy they fought
for.

Hussein has grudgingly kept to his pledge at
the Rabat conference to recognize the PLO. Immedi-
ately after the conference he announced a revision
of the Jordanian constitution which removes' Jordan-
ian claims to the West Bank and allows Palestinians
on the East Bank to choose between Jordanian and Pal-
estinian nationality.

"A new reality exists," Hussein explained, "and
Jordan must adjust to it. The West Bank is no longer
Jordan, and we have no place in the negotiations
over its future,"

The question of Palestine will finally be
brought to the U.N. floor. The vote inviting the
PLO to the General Assembly reveals strong sentiment
that peace in the Middle East can only be achieved
by admitting the national identity of the Palestin-
ian people . For the first time, the Palestinian
people, represented by the PLO, will be able to have
the chance to present their case to the world.

The burden has been placed squarely on Israel
^age 2 ' LIBERATION News Service

to negotiate with the PLO or to continue to ignore
the existence of the Palestinian people and bring
on a fifth Arab -Israeli war.

Dr. Nabeel Shaath, speaking for the PLO after
the U.N. vote, stressed that they will continue
to use "all means necessary to liberate our own
occupied territory", explaining that "all means"
includes negotiations

.

''Our long term goal is to establish a Pal-
estinian state where all peoples of Palestine can
live in equality without discrimination by race,
religion or anything," he said. "Our claim for
Palestine is not and has never been a claim that
does not include the Jews of Palestine,"

--30--

(Thanks to MERIP for background information for
this story.)

(See graphics.)

B-1 BOMBER PROJECTED COSTS SOAR TO OVER $18 BILLION

PALMDALE,Calif
.
(LNS)--A prototype of the new

B-1 bomber was completed and displayed October 26 at
the Palmdale, California plant of Rockwell Interna-
tional , the top B-1 contractor , The unveiling or
"roll out" , a traditional ceremony in the aerospace
business, with dignitaries giving glowing tributes to
the aircraft, marks the completion of the first plane
of a new design.

The Br-1
, a strategic bomber for nuclear and con-

ventional war, has twice the bomb tonnage of the B-52--
24 nuclear tipped missiles weighing 50,000 pounds.
With its wings spread fully, it will be able to fly at
low altitudes undetected by enemy radar, at speeds up
to 700 mph for as long as four hours , hit its target
with nuclear weapons or short range missiles, and then
fold its wings and escape at supersonic speeds.

Despite the praise that was passed out in Palm-
dale, the B-1 program is in trouble because of its '

ever increasing price tag, making it perhaps the most
'

expensive weapon in military history.

The American Friends Service Committee and Clergy
and Laity Concerned, two national peace organizations

,

have been organizing protests against the bomber. Ac-
cording to Terry Provance, AFSC coordinator of the
campaign, "We want to challenge the power of the cor-
porate -military-government complex that is profiteer-
ing from the B-1 creation."

Early in October, the Defense Department disclosed
that, due to inflation, its estimate of total B-1 pro-
gram costs had risen from more than $3 billion from a
March estimate, to $18. 63 billion. Because of this,
the price of one of the 244 planes that the Air Force
hopes to buy has been pushed up to $76.4 million. The
original planning estimate in 1969 was $35 million a
plane. The new budget request will be presented to
Congress in January.

Rockwell International
, General Electric, and

Boeing Corporation all had major contracts to work on
the development of the B-1 bomber. Rockwell had a $1.37
billion contract to build the airframes, GE had a $458
million contract to build the engines and Boeing had a
CONTINUED ON THE INSIDE FRONT COVER***************
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[See graphics in this packet and also packet #602

for more background on Flagyl o]

NEW EVIDENCE LINKS FLAGYL WIDELY PRE.SCR1BED FOR

VAGINAL INFECTIONS -- TO BIRTH DEFECTS

WASHINGTON (LNS)“'"New evidence on the dangers
of Flagyl^ one of the most widely prescribed drugs
for- women^ suggests a link between the drug^s use

and birth defects^ stillbirths and premature de-

ll ver I eSo This follows information revealed last

March that Flagyl causes cancer

o

Flagyl^ whose generic name, is metronidazole,
ii s prescribed about two million times annually to

women suffering from a common vaginal Infection--
trlchomonas vagln,ftlsl (l-Trixh'O -fAbout: one-third, f r :

of the 2,260,000 prescriptions for Flagyl i nr 1972

were for diseases which cannot be cured by the drug,

however^ such as nonspecific vaginitis, fungus
Infections gonorrheao This is over 700,000
prescriptions and therefore makes Flagyl a major
drug abuse of doctors »,

In a paper he presented October 22 to an inter-

national medical conference. Dr;' Marvin Legator,

head of genetic toxicology at Brown University, re-

v'ealed that the urine of people treated with Flagyl

contained a substance showing the occurrance of gene
nriiuitat Ions o Genetic mutation is one known cause of

birth defects

o

Other studies also point to connections between

Flagyl and birth defects* One study that will be

published in December shows tests made on people who

took the equivalent of one Flagyl tablet revealed a

significant Increase in the mutation rate of bacteria

normally present in the human body*,

The standard dosage of Flagyl is three tablets

(250 mgo per tablet) a day for at least 10 days and

the disease'*s tendency to recurr .would Increase the

patient“s Intake of the drug to exceed this amount

m many caseSo

In a related Bulgarian study, small doses of

Flagyl were reported to cause increases in birth

defects, stillbirths and premature births in guinea

pigs and miceo

The importance ,of these discoveries was stress-

ed in a letter to the Food and -:Drug Admin i strati^on

(FDA) written by Sidney Wolfe and Anita Johnson of

the Health Research Group* HRG is a Washington-

based, public interest organization that has been

pressing for the removal of Flagyl from the’ market

for several monthSo Last March HRG filed a petition

wth the FDA to ban the drug because of evidence

that Flagyl causes cancer*

HRG"s letter to the FDA includes a chart pre-

pared by the Drug Administration itself, which

shows that Flagyl given to seven different species

of animals induced malignant tumors causing breat

and 'lung cancer*

fects and cancer for the ten to forty years that It

often takes for the disease to develop, and pay

for all medical care wherever adverse affects from

Flagyl are observed.

*'Th]s alarming additional evidence,®' concluded
HRG, "makes it clear that Flagyl --long regarded In

ignorance as- a drug of little toxi c i ty-- I s a lethal

weapon against patients."

TRtCH I MONAS VAG I N.S T1S AND HOW TO CURE IT WITHOUT FLAGYlI

"Trich" is most often contracted through inter”

course and its symptoms in women can include slight

to severe burning of the vagina and a thin and

foamy discharge that is yellowish-green or gray
with a foul odor, or no symptoms at all* Men with
trich often have no symptoms.

The trichimonas vaginitis organism Is normally
present in a large number of women* The vaginal

conditions that encourage an overgrowth of trich
can be lack of air caused by clothing that Is too

tight or an unusual vaginal alkalinity*

The disease, is sometimes cyclical in nature,

with symptoms appearing for a few days, disappear”
ing for a month or many months and reappearing
again. In some cases the condition can become
latent altogether without treatment*

Spermicidal Jellies and foam have been found

to inhibit the growth of trichomonas, as well as

non ’prescr
i
pt ion "feminine hygeine" suppos I tor i es

*

But avoid the sprays— they can be harmful *

An acid-based, non-spermicidal Jelly such as

Aci-Jel has been found effective in treating trich

when used throughout an entire menstrual cycleo

Treatment should be continued during one ® s period^

because blood is alkaline and helps to create the
^ right environment for trich to grow. Sanitary

napkins should be used instead of tamponSo Men

havThg intercourse with women being treated for

trich should use condoms during the treatment both
|

to avoid re- infect ing the woman and for their own

protection.

Women who are prone to trich should avoid

tight fitting clothes and wear cotton rather than

nylon underwear, because cotton is more absorbant

and provides better ventilation.

Other ways to prevent tr':ich reccurance is to

use spermicidal Jellies every couple of weeks* And

in the case of chronic infection, some women have

found douching with white vinegar--! tablespoon

of vinegar to 1 quart warmi water--ef fect i ve although

excessive douching can affect the mucous l iining

of the vagina.

end of box --

"We cannot Imagine a larger or more solid

body of cancer information on .any environmental

chemical than is now available for Flagyl," wrote

Wolfe and Johnson In the HRG letter,

HRG demanded not only the banning of Flagyl,

but: also that Searle Inc., the drug's sole manu-

facturer, collect all human evidence on birth de-

'Ms
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remember, we'd really like to see your papev^s

(2 copies if possible) as they come out* Send them

to LNS, 160 Claremont Ave., NYC 10027» thanks*
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[See graphics to go with the following story.]

GM LAYS OFF 6000 AUTO WORKERS AROUND' 'THEiCOUNTRY:
"THEY'RE GOING TO BE UNEMPLOYED FOR A LONG, LONG TIME"

Guardian/LIBERATION News Service

NORTH TARRYTOWN, N.Y. (Guardian/LNS)--What are
auto workers saying about the massive layoffs under-
way by General Motors, Chrysler and Ford?

During a visit in the beginning of November to
a GM assembly plant in North Tarrytown, N.Y., inter-
views with workers who will be laid off starting
November 11 found them in a mood of subdued anger,
frustration and powerlessness. A lot of workers are
doing some "quiet thinking," as one put it.

General Motors announced October 24 that about
2000 of the plant's 3900 workers were going to be
laid off, along with 4000 other GM workers at plants
around the country „ The layoffs in Tarrytown will
eliminate the entire night shift and the unofficial
cut-off point for the layoffs, which are determined
by seniority, is 11 years on the job. Any worker
hired after 1963 is sure to go.

None of the workers know how long they're going
to be laid off at this plant, which makes the Buick
Neva and Ventura. According to Ray Galore, president
of United Auto Workers Local 664 in Tarrytown,
"They're going to be unemployed for a long, long
time."

The prospect of long-term unemployment
werries Tarrytown workers the most. Since the 1950s,
UAW contracts with the Big 3 auto Makers have pro-
vided supplementary unemployment benefits

-

(.SUB)

,

which together with regular unemployment compensation
give laid-off workers 95 percent of their regular
weekly pay. But credits for the SUB fund vary with
seniority. A worker with 11 years can expect to re-
ceive the SUB for a year while a new worker with
less than a year on the job will probably get the
SUB for only a few weeks.

Making the situation look even gloomier is the
fact that GM's SUB fund is running dangerously low
and may not be able to provide many GM workers with
the benefits they are entitled to.

"I just hope they call us back soon," said
Charles Kolarik as he was about to start work on the
night shift. The father of three young children,
Kolarik explained, "I just bought a mobile home up-
state and two acres of land. It's going to be terri-
ble if this thing lasts a long time."

Kolarik, a young white worker who was dressed
in a blue-jean jacket, has nine-and-a-half years
seniority and a relatively well-paying and easy job
as a pin- striper on the assembly line. He said the
extent of the layoffs caught everyone by surprise.
"1 figured we'd have a cutback but I didn't figure
it'd go that far," he said. "They usually go back
three, four years, maybe five, but 11- -you'd never
e,x.pect that."

Kolarik hopes that his full SUB benefits will
last at least five months . After that, he's afraid
the benefits might be cut down. "Without the SUB,"
he said, "forget about it."

For workers with little seniority the prospects
are dimmer. "l*ve only got a year and I have three

kids," said Alberto Gonzales, 35 years old. "It
came at J;heoworst time. The holidays are coming up
and now is the time you need money."

"Look at it this way," added another young work
er. "You start off making $166 a week here. Now
people feel that's good money. They think, 'Well,
I'm making good money, I can buy a house and a new
car' and they do. And now they[fe screwed."

Long-Term Joblessness?

Pessimism about the economy in general is en-
couraging the belief among some Tarrytown workers
that the indefinite layoffs here will mean long-
term joblessness. "Who can tell with the situation
with the economy," shrugged Andre Maubart, a young
Haitian worker on the night shift. "What's happen-
ing is a chemical reaction to Nixon and big business

And as for the auto industry in particular, a
young, bearded white worker added, "None Of the
cars are less than $5000. Who can buy that?"

Rumors are rampant at Tarrytown. "I hear they
will never go back to the night shift," said Joseph
Robichaude, a worker there for 10 years. "From what
I hear the SUB benefit is not going to last that
long either."

There are good reasons for fearing the worst.
According to the Wall Street Journal, this is one
of the "most-prolonged and widespread auto- industry
downturns in 15 years."

In addition to the drastic decline in sales of
big cars, inflation has caused an overall 22 percent
nosedive in new car sales in the month of October
alone. Prices for the 1975 model are up $500 and
all Big 3 auto makers are planning further price
increases, perhaps as much as $250, to make up for
declining earnings. "The auto industry is plunging
into a new slump from its already-low plateau,"
the Journal said.

Moreover, there are still 40,000 unemployed
auto workers left over from last winter's indefinite
layoffs . They are quickly running out of their
SUB benefits and many are looking for other work.
There is a curious timing to the recent layoffs.
According to a clause in the union contract, the
auto HiakerB must regenerate the SUB benefits for
those on the job after November 24. If a worker was
laid off earlier this year and then rehired and is
working after November 24, the Big 3 must make up
whatever SUB credits the worker lost while on lay-
off. On the other hand, if the worker is laid off
again before November 24, as many have been, there
is no "regeneration."

The Tarrytown plant looks out on the Hudson
River at the point where it is crossed by the Tap-
pan Zee bridge. Just across the river and some miles
into New Jersey is the Ford Mahwah plant. The two
assembly plants, only miles apart, are mute testi-
mony to the anarchic nature of production under
capitalism. While the night shift at Tarrytown is
being phased out, night workers at Ford Mahwah
are working overtime, putting in nine and ten hours
of work every night

.

As with the layoffs at other plants, the Black
and Latin workers at Tarrytown are the worse affect-
ed, since they are the most recently hired for the
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most part o But even for those workers who will keep

their jobs, the layoffs kill mean hardships. For one

thing it means those workers with the most seniority

will now be doing the jobs of the laid off workers

and they will be taking a cut in pay too.

So far, the international union leadership has

not raised one demand which could help curb the

massive layoffs: demanding a 30-hour week for 40-hours

pay. The UAW also has its hands tied by the contract

arrangements for the SUB benefits which base the

amount of the employer contribution to the SUB fund

according to the number of people-hours worked in

the industry. With layoffs mounting, the number of

people-hours worked is declining and so consequently

is the amount of money going into the SUB fund.

HARASSMENT OF YSA MEMBER REVEALS CONTINUED USE OF

JUSTICE DEPT. "SUBVERSIVES" LIST

NEW YORK (LNS)--The Justice Department’s "Sub-

versive Organizations List," supposedly scrapped

last June by the Nixon Administration, is still

very much in operation reports the Political Rights

Defense Fund.

Evidence of the continuing use of the list was

recently revealed by the Defense Fund and Steven

Wattenmaker of the Young Socialist Alliance in a

letter that Wattenmaker received from the U.S.

Army Reserve. Citing the list, the Army threatened

to discharge Wattenmaker on the grounds that his

retention in the service "would not be clearly

consistent with the interests of national security

.

Looking back on what CM could have done to avoid

the layoffs, one Tarrytown worker put it this way:

"If they had sold the cars at $1000 less, they would

have gone like hotcakes. The economy would be on the

upswing. If only the company hadn't been so greedy."

[ See graphics to go with the following]

ITT CLAIMS IT SENT BUGGING EXPERT TO CHILE--

"AT ALLENDE'S REQUEST"

: WASHINGTON D.C. (LNS)--With everyth i ng that

has come out about ITT's role in the undermining
^

and overthrow of the Allende government, it doesn t

come as any particular surprise that ITT sent its

best bugging expert to Santiago in 1971*

However, the company ' s i.nat.ionale for dispatching

John Ragan with a load of electronic bugging gear

makes even Nixon semantics look pale. Unable to

refute the evidence, which syndicated columnist

Jack Anderson got straight from ITT itself, the
^

company now claims that Ragan was sent "at Allende s

request" to debug the governmental palace and

Allende's two residences.

Unfortunately for ITT, its own documents state^^

that "offensive bugs" were "taken to Chile by Ragan

who "worked with the army and police."

The leak of these documents has already gotten

ITT In hot water with the State Department, since

a government license is required to transport any

equipment that could be used for military purposes

In a foreign country. Although ITT has denied that

it approached the Chilean military, Ragan's own notes

on his meetings while in Chile gave the names o

Chilean military officers he was in contact with.

And to make matters worse for the company,

another secret ITT document reveals that while

under contract with the Republican National

Committee, Ragan received a call from an ex-FBI

associate, Russ Tagl iareni . Tagliareni ITTs

assistant security director, and he flew to Chile

with Ragan on the "debugging" mission.

-30-

The Army explained its action on the grounds

that "YSA is controlled and dominated by the Social-

ist Workers Party, which has been designated as a

subverisve organization by the Attorney General

of the United States pursuant to Executive Order

10450."

Under normal procedure, Wattenmaker would be

discharged from the Reserves in April, 1977. During

his two years of active duty from 1971 to 1973,

Wattenmaker was active in opposing the Vietnam War.

Attorney General William Saxbe first announced

the termination of the subversives list on June 4.

But after Saxbe spoke, an aide explained to report-

ers that its abolition would have "no .effect on

the 52 organizations that the FBI has under in-

vestigation.

”

When startled reporters --who had never heard

of the list of 52 before--asked which groups were

on it, the Justice Department staff member refused

to answer 'on the grounds that it was a secret list.

When asked if this didn't amount to a new "subver-

sive" list. Assistant Attorney General Kevin Maroney

maintained that it was not a list at all since it

wasn't written down.

The National Emergency Civil Liberties Com-

mittee has announced that it will challenge,^ on

Wattenmaker ' s behalf, "the continuing use of this

unconstitutional 'enemies list.'"

In a related incident, the YSA moved in fed-

eral court October 29 for a preliminary injunction

against the FBI surveillance of the group's upcoming

national convention. They learned of the FBI plans

from a hotel worker who submitted an affidavit

saying that an agent told her that "the FBI would

be on the premises during the convention" and

"would keep an eye on the convention in case any-

thing should break out."

That motion is part of a broader civil suit

filed in July, 1973 that seeks a permanent injunc-

tion against government harassment—wiretapping,

burglary, mail tampering and intimidation as well

as an end to the Justice Department's "Subversive-

Organizations List."
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Did you wonder why your Nov. bills were so long in coming.

for postage to send them I So please help us and pay them
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CONFliCT OF INTEREST SURROUNDS FORD'S
NEW ENERGY CHIEF

WASHINGTON (LNS) --Andrew E. Gibson, appointed
'‘ecentiy by Gerald Ford to head the Federal Energy
Administration (FEA), is a former maritime admin-
istrator and corporate executive who has a "conflict
of Interest" list a mllie long.

Among other things, the company that Gibson
headed until recently has benefited significantly
from the Maritime Administration's actions when
Gibson ran that agency, in addition, if he is con-
firmed by Congress as head of the highly influential
FEA, Gibson would still continue to benefit from a

lucrative financial arrangement with the company.

Commander of an ocean freighter at the age of
22, Gibson rose quickly in the Industry and became
a senior vice-president for Grace Lines Inc. From
there he went to an international management consult-
ing firm, and then to be head of the Commerce De-
partment's Maritime Administration in 1 969 . At the
federal agency he was the chief architect of 1970
legislation that established a new 10-year construc-
tion-subsidy program for the U.S. shipping industry/.

At the end of 1972, Gibson left the agency to
become president of Interstate Oil Transport Co.,
for years a small Philadelphia tug and barge opera-
tor which is currently well on its way to the big
time thanks mainly to subsidies and loan guarantees
from the Maritime Administration.

And Gibson, who left Interstate last May, would,
if he Is confirmed as FEA administrator, still re-
ceive a $1 million financial package he got from
the company to be paid over a 10-year period. This
"severance contract" Is unusually high even for a

major company to pay a departed officer, and parti-
cularly one with such short tenure.

What makes Gibson's position even more question-
able is that interstate Oil Transport Co. makes its
iTfoney solely from the oil and utility industries
for which it hauls petroleum along the East Coast
and the Gulf of Mexico.

Furthermore, reports the Wall Street Journal,
interstate is owned by I.O.T. Corp. which also owns
International Ocean Transport Co.

,
a major world-

wide tanker operation. I.O.T. in turn is 50^-owned
by Cities Service Co., the 15th largest oil company
i n t he U o S

.

The FEA administers price controls on oil and
petroleum products and Is one of the federal agen-
cies trying to spur domestic energy development. As
administrator, Gibson would be involved with the
shipping Industry as well as with oil. For instance,
he would participate in such decisions as whether
the government should get involved in promoting con-
struction of more ships to haul liquified natural
gas from Alaska and overseas to the U.S.

Gibson insists that his generous $100,000 a year
from Interstate for the next ten years will not
affect his duties as FEA chief. "It's an Iron-clad
contract. Nothing ! do one way or another can affect
that contract. It's a total severance agreement."
And interstate's merger with Cities Service needn't
give anyone cause to worry either. "My income,"
says Gibson, "is with Interstate only. It all had
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to be formalized before the merger."

But Gibson's claims of no conflict of interest
are about as believable as Nixon claiming he knew
nothing about the Watergate coverup.

One of the most suspicious incidents, for In-
stance, surrounds Gibson's discussion about a job
wi th Interstate in the spring of 1972 while he was
Maritime Administrator as well as Assistant Commerce
Secretary for Maritime Affairs. Gibson said that
he did talk about employment with officials from
Interstate but doesn't recall the exact date and
turned them down for a post where he was named As-
sistant Secretary for domestic and international
business. That period was a crucial one for Inter-
state's business.

On March 16, 1972, the Mari time Administration
approved $A.5 million in mortgage insurance for the
company for construction of one tug and one barge.
Even more important to the company was Maritime
Administration clearance on June 30, 1972 of a

$90.6 mill ion subsidy for construction of three super-
tankers at a total cost of $210.2 million in an
arrangement under which Interstate was to operate
the ships.

Gibson claims that although he didn't officially
change titles in the Commerce Department until July
7, 1972 , he had physically left the Maritime Admin-
istration early in June and didn't participate in

negotiating or clearing the contract.

In late 1972, Gibson says he talked with Inter-
state once again about joining the company and then
did join—as pres ident-- in January of 1973.

That same month. Cities Service was awarded a

subsidy contract allowing the company to use six
of its tankers to carry grain to the Soviet Union.
The Maritime Administration pays domestic shipping
companies the difference between the cost of using
American ships and foreign ships and so far Cities
Service has billed the Government $2.2 million for
such subsidies.

Coii.nci dental ly, Gibson had acted as top Nixon
Administration negotiator in the talks that led up
to the controversial sale of grain to the Soviet
Union in 1972 as well as the U.S. Soviet trade
agreement later that year.

Soon after Gibson left Interstate last May,
the Maritime Administration cleared a big subsidy
for the concern involving the construction of the
two largest supertankers to be built in the U.S.
The total price was $277-9 million with the subsidy
being almost half--$107.6 million. The company will
operate the ships for Shell Oil Co.

In addition to his flip-flops from government
administrator to corporate executive, Gibson found
time while he was Assistant Commerce Secretary to =

help form a shipping industry- labor committee to
work for Nixon's re-election in 1972, although he
says he never solicited any contributions himself.
According to the Wall Street Journal, some Washing-
ton maritime lawyers say he pressured certain ship-
ping lines to switch law firms handling maritime
matters in Washington. He is said to have urged
Moore-McCormack Lines to get a "politically orient-
ed law firm." One firm the company got was Mudge,
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Rose, Guthrie S Alexander, Nixon's old New York firm.

When asked if he suggested Mudge Rose, Gibson said,

" S may wel 1 have."

From looking over the record. it's safe to say

that the oil and shipping interests have benefited

handspiTiely,' from Andrew Gibson's government positions,

and as Federal Energy Administrator, he could do

much more.
—30—

AMERICAN AGENT KILLED IN FIGHT WITH CHILEAN RESISTANCE;

WAS OBSERVED IN TORTURE OF CAPTIVE

Intelligence Report/Ll DERATION News Service

WASHINGTON ( i R/LNS) --There now appears to be

evidence that U.S. military advisors, perhaps from

the Special Forces, assisted in mass arrests, torture,

and executions that led to the entrenchment of the

military junta after it seized power in Chile last

yea r

.

Recent information smuggled out of Chile has

revealed that an American agent, with links to the

Defense Intelligence Agency, was advising the Chilean

military on the uses of torture before he was kill-

ed by resistance f
i
ghters in Chile in late 1973-

Sometime between November 28 and 30, 1973,

twelve junta soldiers were searching for a band of

eight resistance guerrillas in the area around the

town of Orsorno, approximately 120 miles south of

Santiago^ Apparently one of the eight being sought

was captured by the junta patrol, and the soldiers

began to torture the man to force information from

h m on the location of the other guerrillas being

sought.

The other members of the small resistance band

discovered him being tortured, tied naked to a

wooden plank. He was held In teeter-totter fashion

over a drum of water, and his head was shoved into

the water as hot coals were applied to his legs.

When the man was half drowned he was pulled up,

revived and questioned further.

Observed among the soldiers at the totture

site was a light skinned man with blond hair and

blue eyes, wearing a fatigue uniform different from

Chilean Army fatigues, and without insignia. The

blond man was overheard giving orders in accentless

Spanish to a man wearing a Chilean Army lieutenant's

uniform. TThe i.b I o’nd man .appeared: to, :;b,e .actualTy- v..

d I reel
i jg the torture techn i

que.

The seven Popular Unity supporters attacked

the junta patrol, killing all of the soldiers. One

soldier, before dying, admitted that all of them

had participated in the torture- interrogation.

Upon inspection of the bodies, the blond man

was found to have only one piece of identification.

One side of the ID card read (in Spanish). "Army

of Chile" in the left corner, "U.S. Army" in the

right corner, the name "Charles Starley" and the

numiber "0A2IB" in the center, and a seal In the

lower left corner. The reverse side of the card

read "Service of Military Intelligence" at the top,
"

‘ nvest i
gator ' s Card" and "Advisor" in the center,

and the letters "CXU" followed by a drawing of a

sword along the bottom.

Stanley's body was found to have tatoos on

both arms, a "Z" with a screwron the left arm, and

an automatic rifle on the right arm. Starley appear-
ed to be 36-39 years old and his hair was cut in a

flat-top butch cut.

A check of the Department of Defense by Mark

Schnieder of Senator Edward Kennedy's office re-

vealed no records of an Charles Starley being a mem-

ber of the U.S. military. The standard operating

procedures for such clandestine operations would

call for the use of a cover name by any of the par-

ticipants, and the chances are great that the name

was either false or that the Pentagon removed

Starley's records.

Schnieder has indicated that he will further

investigate the matter by checking Armyirecords of

special forces units attached to the Panama Canal

Zone.

Starley and the junta soldiers were not the

only ones to die in the November incident. The

torture victim also died of "blood loss and infec-

tion" caused by a sliced chest, crushed testicles

and a large branch that had been shoved deep into

his rectum.
-30-

HONEYBEES ENDANGERED BY PESTICIDES, CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS

NEW YORK (LNS)--The use of pesticides and
chemical fertilizers has reduced the number of
honeybee colonies in the United States by 20 percent
over the last ten years. In California, the lead-

ing state for bee keeping and use, as many as 20

percent. of the state's honeybees have been killed

in recent years.

And according to a spokesperson for the National

Wildlife Federation quoted in the Wall Street

Journal, "last summer the bees were dropping off

like flies in Virginia."

Bees pick up the poison from sprayed fields

along with the pollen and nectar they need for

food. Chemical fertilizers have eliminated the use

of plowed under seeds whose flowers were an impor-

tant source of food for bees.

In addition to making honey and wax, bees

are necessary for the pollination of almost a hun-

dred food crops, and their pollination improves

a much larger number

.

War Stanger, an agriculturalist at the

University of California, is seeking to have honey-

bees declared an endangered species. "All indica-

tions, are that it’s going to get a lot worse," he

said. "It's a serious situation."

--30--

Andrew Gibson, recently nominated by Ford to

head the Federal Energy Administration, said Nov. 7

that he expected another Arab oil embargo against

the United States. Gibson then added, "I assume

the bastards are clever enough not to do it in the

middle of July."



MOHAMK IlDIMS H4BASSED OVER IMD RIOTTS X

If? Wm YORK STATE

EAGLE BAY
5
N«Y« (lATS)--New York State is still ,

fighting for control over land near Eagle Bay, New
. .

Yorkj, which w'as occupied last May by the Mohawk In-

dians
g
member of the 800 year old Iroquois Six Na-

tions Confederacy®

Tensions between the State and the Indians are

growings since recent shooting incidents there be-
tween Indians and non-Indians have fueled the con-

flict over legal jurisdictione

On May 13 ^ 1974, ser^eral hundred Mohawks, with
the cooperation of 20 other Indian nations, re-
occupied the 660 acres of land to establish the

Ganienkeh £.Lamdnof the Flint) nation and return to

their traditional way of life®

But on September 20, New York State filed a law-

suit in the District Court, asking for an in-

junction that would force the Indians to leave® No
decision has yet been reached®

There have been few conflicts between the Gan-

ienkeh nation and its neighbors, until recent shoot-

ings into the encampment in October® In the latest

incident on October 28, Indians living in the Gan-

ienkehnnation explain that they were shot at and

then returned fire© During the Incident, April
Madigan and Steven Drake, two non-Indians on the

road of the settlement, were wounded®

The Mohawks say that the Canandaigua Treaty
that was negotiated be'tween the United States and
the Six Nations Confederacy in 1794, spells out the

procedure to be followed in the case of injury to

non-Indians® But New York State refuses to recog-
nize the sovereignty of the Six Nations Confederacy,
claiming jurisdiction over the area®

There is also disagreement over who actually
owns the central Adirondack piece of land®

.

The
Indians say that the land was illegally taken away
from them, over two centuries ago by New York State®

Explaining their re‘-occupation last May, Kak-
wirakeron, a spokesperson for the Mohawks says,

want to go back to the land, to live in harmony
with the land, but reservation and urban life bring
pressures on the Indian that have made traditional
life impossible

^^Our young people in particular are beginning
to realize this and are looking for something
different® As we^ve learned what has happened
to our people, we decided we have to make a move®
But it can'^t be done on the reservations® We
have an elective system in there who are actually
puppets of the (United States) Government®

^'^It^s possible for our Indian people and the
people of the United States to live on parallel
lines with each other

Explaining that non-Indians have their own
laws, customs and culture, he stresses that **our

Indian people are also entitled to a territory,
an area of land which is our own, in which we
can have our own government, our own laws, our
own people, our own language, culture and tradi-
tions®^^

PaiiT “'“““TibERATION N^s" Se'fvTce ^ (#^55)

The Mohawk-s i’ntend". to return to a self-
sufficie'nf "agricultural' society

A

:put.y<up

at;.; the-,.:camp' 'entrance. • last
' May said 2 ’triits: camp

is 'out -.to f prove, that! Indians "can live off 'the

la'nd, '.without electricity, money, welfare relief,
or aid of any kind® White people are asked to

help by not interfering®*^

Kakwlrakeron adds that **all we need is to

be left alone and live in our own way® There
are no territories left that Xbelong to the In-

dian people, where they govern themselves and

live according to their ways® This is why we ''re

asking for this (our own land)® This is why we
cannot assimilate® If we do assimilate, there’s
nothing left®**

Since the October 28 shooting, State Police
have maintained roadblocks restricting travel,

making it difficult for support groups wanting
to bring food and supplies to the Indians® Only
residents have been permitted to enter without
harassment.

Many neighbors from Ithaca, Cornell, and

the New York State Council of Churches have ex-
pressed support for the Indians® Ithaca’s Rest
of the News, an alternative radio news service,
reports that a caravan carrying food early in

November was held up for two hours because of

the roadblock®

On November 2, a complaint to the Justice
Department Community Relations Service was filed®
It contends that the agreement between Indians and
State Police allowing free transportation of food
and supplies has been broken, and that Indians
have been harassed®

The investigation into the shooting by
State Police has been only tentatively agreed to

by the Mohawks, who reluctantly permitted Police
to conduct a road search on November 7® But
such procedure is improper according to Article
7 of the Canandaigua Treaty, which states that
in such cases of injury to non-Sindians

,
only

the Federal Government can negotiate with the
Six Nations®

Meanwhile, negotiations continue over juris-
diction in the matter® The conflict is typical
of **the lack of respect given to the sovereignty
of the Indian nations,** notes Tim Colter, 'the

Indians* lawyer®

He concludes, **The- people of Ganienkeh and
the Six Nation Confederacy are going to con-
tinue to exist and see to it that the Treaty
be abided by and lived up to by the United States
Government® Until that happens, it will con-
tinue to be a crisis situation®

After all this time, there should not be
one more broken treaty.**

^30^

(Thanks to the Rest of the News for information
used in this story).

()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()
Dear Folk,

Our apologies for the delay in sending out November
bills — but we didn*t have the money for postage!
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TOP LEFT: assembly line. GM has just

laid off 6000 workers®
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BOTTOM LEFT: Medical magazine ad for

Flagyl
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